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Don’t Forget tJie Big ASUM Mixer Tonight in tlie Gym
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5,1926

STATE UNIVERSITY OP MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

Bozeman YearlingsandCubs T1MBERMAK
Will Battle in Annual
Game Tomorrow
Bobkittens Have Defeated A ll Opponents
Thus Far; Local Frosh Desire
Traditional Victory

EDITOR

George Cornwall Speaks to Members
of Forestry and Press Clubs
Wednesifsy

"HELLO WALKS" ARE LATEST
CREATION OF BEAR PAWS;
STUDENTS ASKED TO HELP
"Promotion of good-fellowship
on the campus Is tho idea which
the Bear Paws have In: mind tsr.
the designation of ‘Hello walks’
this week," said one of the padtfvlers in reply to tho question of a
Kalmin reporter.
The Bear Paws, as a starter,
have named the walks front the
law school to the corner entrance
and from tho store to Main hall
as "Hollo walks." Whenever one
student moots another on one of
these walks. It Ik expected that
there will be a cordial exchange
of "Hellos." It is explained by
the planners that they hope the
practice will become general' and
that every wait on the campus
will be a “Hutto” thoroughfare.
"When I was a freshman," said
one of the originators of the pten,
"I used to walk to and from
classes, feeling more alone than
I have ever felt at any ether tfme
fn my life. Pd have given a good
deni If some one of the strangers
I met had greeted me with a hello.
That’s why we hope there will be
a greeting exchanged whenever
students meet and that the greet
ing will be cordial."'
So lt*s "Hello" now—and moan
It when ft Is uttered.

VOLUME XXVI. NUMBER 13.

PBEXY IS IMPRESSED University Students to Honor
WITH ROYAL FAMILY Montana’s Athletes With
Queen Maris Enjoys Col leg,a Songs
and Is Delighted! With Yall.
In Her Honor

All-University Mixer

Dance Tonight Will Take Place o f Varsity
Day Which Has Been Discontinued
by the Faculty

"Authough we were able to talk to
“I have enemies. I ant proud of it.
th e queen for only 20 minute » before
and may they increase—if I know I
am in the right!" said George Corn
she went to lunch sit gave the lirawall, founder, editor and publisher of
pressio of being dcchledly capable I University students will honor the| in honor of the University’s letter
When Coach Dyclie sends his A g-^etc,' and Blackford will be at the "The T»mbennan,** of Portland, Or
woman ” said Dr. ( \ 1. Clapp when I “fflf’ man this evening at an all-Uni- men. A manager was appointed each
egon. Mr. Cornwall gave an address
*
tackles.
Clark,
a
native
son,
and
fie yearlings against the State Uni
naked for his i npr essioa of the varsity mixer in the men’s gymnasium. year, who prepared a program of
Smith will face the Bobkittens at the Wednesday evening before a joint
versity Cubs Saturday afternoon, guard positions, and Trippett, White meeting, in Pinchot ball, of the ForVIiH'ie. P n v . I Dancing Is free and will sta rt at 9 entertainment, including class fights,
Queen of Iluraani
| o'clock. It is desired that it be a j a farce football game, and an all-Umfootball fans should see two of the fish giant, will sta rt a t'th e pivot. In
and Press clubs. More than
nlonrw ith several otheits, w ere guests 1 no-date affair.
veraity mixer, together with a pro
on the Koyal Spm mi. "The strongfastest frosh squads ever turned out the backfield. Humble, Hamilton 1200 attended the meeting,
j
This dance will take the place of gram of speeches by faculty mem
Clarence
Spaulding,
president
o
t
!
mint
that
ste*
gives
est personal imprea
by either school. The Bobkittens husky, will perform at fullback. Ra- the Forestry club, and Jake Miller,
bers.
j
Varsity
Day
of
past
years
which
was
I
b one of extreme grwriouaness and
have plowed through all opposition mcr and Ekegren will start at the
Sheridan’s 10-piece orchestra will
discontinued by the faculty, a t the
president of the Press club, gave
of informality/*
this year, defeating the Great Falls halves while Linville is slated for opening talks. Short addresses fol
The president woe vety .favorably suggestion of the Central Board, be- furnish music for the mixer tonight.
scholastics. Intermountain and the quarterback. Forcum. another White- lowed by T. C. Spaulding, dean of the
Chaperones
will be Dr. and Mrs. W.
]
cause
the
students
failed
to
give
it
impressed by Princess Iteana and!
Sheridan, Wyoming, alumni. They fish star, may start, but is bothered
E. Scfareiber, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
School of Forestry, and Dean A. L. |
Prince Nicholas. T V y also were in- 1 the necessary support.
hare a fast, husky line from tackle with a badly-sprained ankle.
Adams,
Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Stewart,
]
Varsity
day
was
created
in
1923
to
I
Stone,
of
the
School
of
Journalism,
j
formal while their tnetMer visited
The Cubs are expected to profit;
to tackle and boast a set of heady,
Dr. C. H. Clapp gave a short talk in
with the president, taking about the ] take the place of Sneak day, that was Major and Mrs. Frank W, Milburn,
elusive backs. In Chez, burly full from Inst Saturday’s experience when appreciation of the spirit manifested
I
so
long
a
tradition
on
the
University
Dr.
and
Mrs.
C. H.. CTapp, Dr. and
University and its students. She ex
back, they have a line-plunger ca a faltering defense allowed the Cou by the two organizations. After the:
pressed her delight very volubly over ] campus. This day was recognized by ] Mrs. R. IL Jesse and Dean H arriet
pable of gaining consistently through gar Kitten backs to scamper through
University
official#
as
a
legal
holiday)
Bed
man.
speeches,
doughnuts
and
cider
were
the log chopping contest and the yells
the forward wall. Renn and Palo for scores. Both squads will doubt-,
served, and dancing in the forestry
and songs. Purticalariy was she
are dependable ends, both being adept leas depend much on the open game,
pleased with the cheer for herself,
as the Bobkittens have a capable library completed the entertainment.
in the passing game.
Discusses Journalism
taking it as perfectly proper although
The Cubs will present much the crew of pass receivers as well as line
unexpected.
In the field of journalism. Mr. Cora- j
same lineup as started against the plungers. The University frosh have
brilliant and deceptive aerial game wall said: "The foundation of
Says Population Large
W.S.C. frosh'. Golob and Keyes will
probably draw the wing assignments, and the fans may expect to see the J editorial writing is based upon one's J
She staled that although her eoua-1
J ability to stand before prejudice and
while Caruso, burly Park county ath- oval hurled frequently and far.
try !a a little smaller than the state j
1~~ J remain unaffected. Listen, but don't J
of Montana It ban many times the j
Several graduates of the Universimmediately agree—sit down and
population. She spoke of the eco-!
think it over before you decide. Then. I
nomic conditions prevalent in her r won out in the general election Students and Instructors May Use
Literate ra; Office Above
Tuesday.
to succeed, follow your Ideals, even {
country which make It impossible for
ASUM Store
if they make enemies.
W. J. Jameson, Jr., '20, was elect-1
everyone to own their own land as
"And in order to follow your ideals, I
they want to. She gpoke of her a rt ed to the state legislature from Tel-1
don’t involve yourself in interests I
collection to be given to the MarybUI lowstone county. He ran on the Re-1
which might demand a policy from
Religion in relation to science and
j museum. Mary hill. Washington, her publican ticket.
Special Convocation la Called
Girls who were residents of North
•ur paper contrary to your idea of]
Itrip and her work. Then Colonel
E. IL “P at" Keeler will hare a I evolution, a much-discussed problem,
President Clapp
«es to theaters and on
New Additions Made J o Geology | jiajj ti,ree vears ago 1023) are plan-1 the right.
ICarroll, the official host in charge of second term as county attorney of] is the subject of a great number of
Thursday
Department; Many Pictures
the royal party, announced that the Powell county. He was re-elected I
L in t to have . general get-together »H*«‘ c*’* ~ l|'*r* • « ™*n' uh»o
in Colors
.
.
.. things which ultimately obngat
queen and her children would retire without any opposition in the final 1 new books on file ia the office of Wm.
party in the west parlor of North | Mr. Cornwall discussed forest pres*
L Young, student pastor. Students
for lunch, to be followed by a royal election.
I hall on the evening of November
11. erration, correlating this with the
"World Pence" ss the subject of
.
Uj G ro ffr Job n.Mon, *2*), running on] or instructors wishing to read any
Three years ago was the opening j
.
. - _ ...
. n lecture given by ’o n gr cm man Jobs Ihair washing. Other matters Imme 
of
these may obtain them from Mr.
.
.
.
.
:%
r_
fn
e
w
sp
ap
e
r*
work
of
creating
a
pubthe
Democratic
ticket,
came
out
viej
diately
stepped
to
the
background.
hundred stereoptic slides have U — #f the dormito rr smtein at Mon-.been received
._, vby Dr. tJ. nr . *»___
.
, were residents
.. . I| fopes*.
lie interest in the conservation of the! M. Evans before l * student body at | "The queen, princess and prince tor in the race for the office of Luke? Young, whose office is above the
Howe,i •bead j tan*f and, as those
who
the State Unlversi yesterday morn- all acted like ordinary persons, espe county attorney.
ASUM store. Following are some of
of the Geology department, for use j of the hall then are seniors now it j
_____________________________
inf. A special < avocation of the cially the princess, who conducted
Raymond Nagle, *24, was elected to the titles:
in the study of physical geology. These I * ,c ‘h*ir '»»* gathering before
students was called at 10 o'clock bj herself more like a Montana co-ed the lower bouse of the state lefts* I "Evolution and Christian Faith."
| leaving college.
President C. II. Clapp, and all classes than what we expect of a royal per | lature from Lewis and Clark county. Lane; "Science, Religion and Reality,"
slides will be placed in the new slide
Those who have so tar been found j
were excused for the lecture.
son." Proxy stated further. "The | He was one of the Democratic can by various authors; "Contributions of
ease which was purchased by the de- , wll0 tr# c|isjWe ,0 ;lucw1 the p art,
Mr. Evans stressed the need of ai prince did not have much to say but didates for the office.
Science to Religion," Mather#: "Land
partment this fait
Lure Marguerite Hughes, Dorothy
amendment to the constitution of tin listened sitting on a radiator at the
George “Gid” Boldt, *25, narrowly] marks in the Struggle between Science
Dr. Rowe has been very interested j i OTroW- Marjory Woolfolk, Alice
United States that would take tin end of the car. The princess was missed being chosen county attorney | and Religion." J. Y. Simpson; "Sci
in this added equipment and has J
Maureen Desmond, AnnabeDe
power of declaring war out of tlu seated on the arm of a chair listen of Ravalli county. His opponent re ence and Religion." Thomson; “Sci
gathered, up to date, more than 1,000 Degmond| Mary Jo Dixon, Ann Stchands of congress and place it In th< ing respectfully to the conversation." ceived a majority of only 24 votes.
ence as Revelation," W atson; "R e
slides for the case. The new case phenson, Eleanor Stephenson Ander*
hands of the people a t large. An
ligious Certitude in an Age of Sci
The ten-ear special in which the
is a very efficient piece of equipment ron Florenco Charles. Elsie B
Meetings Featured by Varied Activ other amendment which he recom
ence," Dinsmore; "Where Evolution
royal
party
is
travelling
is
said
to
be
as it allows the attendant to select
Helen Chaffin. Midge
ities; Future Plans
mended would be one to remove tin the last thing in luxury in modernand
Religion Meet,” Coulter; "Evolu
any slide at a moment's notice ns it Uay Marie Seely, Marge Mcltae,
Completed
possibility of making huge war prof'
tion. Knowledge and Revelation,"
railway trains. And it is also
is so arranged that the metal slide J Eloisc Walker, Margaret Sterling,
“
»•
If
these
two
measures
could
b
e
]
^
,
(tu
t
,£
McDowall;
"Nineteenth Century Ev
lueen is carrying a foraopports, when drawn from the case, Dorothy Ellwnr(]s, Dorothy Tipton,
passed by congress, possibility of fu
olution and After," Dawson; “Sharing
: in jewels and gems on the train.
allow the light to show through the Elfreda Ellis, Gertrude Dalke, Dorture
wars
would
be
greatly
reduced,
This
week
has
been
a
busy
one
for
in
Creation,”
Bell: "Science and the
akde. Light thrown through a atere- othy GcttrVi Mildred Story. Antoin-'
Modern World,” Whitehead; "Evolu
optte slide gives the outline oftfho L t, e Bedard. Blanche Peters, Anna- the various religious groups. Bap he stated.
"
I
cannot
conceive
that
God
Al
tist
men
students
held
an
informal
tion
and
Redemption,”
Gardner; "The
pteture which is re-printed on tfic |boIlc MscKen*ie. Annie Thomas, and
gathering at the home of Wm. L. mighty could have made a people with
Understanding of Religion.” Brewster;
*U*“Lucille Rector.
Dr. Clapp. President, Will Report "I Believe in God and in Evolution.”
the
genius
of
this
people
without
giv
Young,
student
pastor,
last
Wednes
Among the numerous slides which
Xny oUlerB who ,vcre jn North hall
on Engineering Achievement
by Win. W. Keen, M. D.; “Science and
portray cliffs, dikes, faults, swamps, „
timCj and wbo wish to attend day night. They discussed matters ing them the brains to save themIn Montana
Creation.” by C. F. D*Arcy.
lake beds, tains slopes and many the paTtv_ nre requested to notify concerning the Baptist student group, jselves from war." the congressman
Iasserted. "We promised during the
other physical features is a colored Maureen Desmond at the Theta bouse, and inter-church basketball league.
The Fellowship club met Tuesday Irecent war thrft there would be no
BAND WILL NOT GO WITH
group of Yellowstone Park, hot water a t oncc
Thii
hai
night at the Itev. Jackson home, and
FOOTBALL TEAM TO U.S.C.;
springs, formations. Notable among!
_
I Plans for the annual meeting of the
and I New Directories Will Have
farther reports on the Seabeck con fulfilled by greater mobilizeti
CLAPP REFUSES EXCUSES
these are Old Faithful and Mammoth
I
Montana
Society
of
Engineers,
to
be
•onAdded Features This
ference were given by Rex Speel- not by world peace. I am not con
geysers and the Terraces.
j held in Missoula November 11, 12,
Year
inan and Otho McLain. Club mem demning preparedness," Mr. Evans
Dr. Rowe has so shaped his lec
“Contrary to rumors which have
[and 15, are nearly complete. Dr. C. been spread about, the Grizzly band
bers are to be the guests of Cheater an id, "I am condemning the condi
tures that about 20 minutes is taken
| If. Clapp, president of the Uni vers - will not accompany the football team
Lawson at the next meeting, Novem tions that make it necessary."
up with lecture, the remaining time j
Another possibility of war for the
ber 18. Donald Flint will be in charge
being devoted to the showing of slides I
Complc*te home addretises and a jity. Is the president of the organiza when it goes to California for its two
of
the
program.
Plans
were
com
United
States
he
saw
in
the
problem
which exemplify the topics of distopy of the University calendar are tion.
games scheduled there,” said Albert
Practically every engineer in the Hoelscher, director of the band, when
pleted for the service to be given at of the Philippine islands, "I make added foilttures of this yeitir’s student
cq|sion. He will employ the same
the First Presbyterian church next the prediction that the United States ilroctorio a. Those purebusing the state belongs to the society and will interviewed yesterday. "In the first
system at Cornell University where
he is to teach during the coming
George M. Cornwall, editor of th Sunday night by the Fellowship club. will not withdraw from the islands pamphlcti8 can expect the most com- i be here for the convention. The place, there is no way of financing
summer school session.
Tiinberman magazine, and Dean A. I Chester Lawson will speak on "Med for another 50 y ears,". Mr. Evans plete and valuable information in com group was organized in 13S7 and in the proposed trip, and again. Presi
Stone were guests of honor at a din ical Missions"; Henry Douglas on asserted. "The reason is, that mil pact form that baa ever been obtain cludes every branch of engineering— dent Clapp has said that no student
ner in the Florence club room Tues "Daily Vacation Bible School"; Rex lions of dollars of American capital able in the campus. The added ma mining, electrical, mechanical, archi- would be excused from classes to a t
MERRIAM AND PHILLIPS
Furthermore, terial this year enlarge# the book by | tectum!, structural and other#., Dur tend the games. The only trip con
day evening. Dean T. C. Spaulding Speelman on the History of the Stu are invested there.
TO HANDLE UNDERWOOD’S
dent Fellowship organization, a t the our remaining there is in violation of 20 page# which makes it more than ing Its existence every great railroad templated by the band for the re 
UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPTS fof th Forestry school was host,
Mr. Cornwall, besides being editor University; Ethel Haugen and Cath the Monroe Doctrine; Japan recog one-fourth larger than former copies. builder, who has helped build a road mainder of this year is a trip around
Work that Dr. J. II. Underwood of the Portland forestry magazine, erine Reynolds will also speak. A nizes this fact and Japan wants Amer
These directories are a complete through the state, has been a mem the state, which we hope to make be
left unfinished and unpublished, at the originated, and has been active in solo will be given by Catherine MUler. ica out of the islands.
index of students and faculty mem ber.
fore the year is up.”
The program has been arranged
All church groups have basketball
time of his death, is to be bandied promoting, the Pacific Logging con
"The solution of the problem of bers, giving the Missoula addresses,
A week from tonight the annual
by Professors II. G. Merriam and gress and the Western Forest Con teams organized for a tournament world peace is in the hands of the telephone numbers, class standing and and will include several lectures of; band dance is to be held in the gym
Paul C. Phillips, who will act as lit servation association. The first has later in the season.
students of today, and it is up to the probable major of each student, technical value, reports and speeches. nasium. with Sheridan's music of
erary executors.
The rises in religion last Monday them to play the game of life fairly also the home addresses, which en One of the main reports is the pres ficiating. The purpose of the dance
grown annually until it is the largest
"Work which is finished will be meeting of its kind in the world.
was led by Elsie Eminger, whose sub and squarely, for the good of them ables one to find friends when in ident’s annual report on engineering is to start a fund to be used in financ
published," said Mr. Phillips, "and
The friends who renewed old ac ject was "The Religions of Ancient selves, their country und the world." other cities daring vacation or after achievement in the state for the. past ing the state trip which the band
arrangements will be made for the quaintance with the Portland editor Mexico.” She gave the benefits of
graduation. The. social and honorary
hopes to make. The dance is to be
disposal of the rest."
The other officers are W. M. Tan a program affair, and those in charge
Tuesday evening were K. II. Polleys her personal and intimate contact
fraternities are listed, the University
Dr. Underwood had already pub and J. P. Lansing, of Polleys Lumber with Mexican religion and culture, and FIGURES SHOW PROFIT
calendar ia given and various other ner, Anaconda, first vice-president; promise some unique attractions.
lished material on economics and so- company; W. C. Lubrecht, Jack Root displayed certain curios, as well as
FOR FOOTBALL TRIPS information that is so valuable to A. V. C’orry, Butte, second vice-pres
ciology, and it is supposed that the and Itoscoe Haines, of the Anaconda photographs she had taken of pyra
ident; William A. O’Kelly, Butte, sec CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
those interested in the school.
bulk of the work which he has left Copper Mining company; C. H. Rich mids, gods and goddesses.
The price of the directories this retary and librarian, and A. E. Adams,
REPORTS BIG ENROLLMENT
"The athletic board is a little
of the same disposition, though ardson, of the Western Lumber com*
ahead of their budget now and year will be 25 cents, and they can Butte, treasurer.
none of his papers have been gone pany; Fred Morrell, Bier# Koch, and BEAR PAWS ADVERTISE
According to W. D. Haddock, head
hope to see the end of the season be purchased cither at the telephone
into as yet
Phil Neff, of the V. 8. Forest Serv
Cornwall Speaks to Foresters
CUB AND BOBKITTEN GAME without any more losses," said booth or at the ASUM store. Down
of the correspondence department,
‘There are boxes and boxes of pa- ice; and Fay Clark, I. W. Cook, Dorr
the enrollment for the month of Oc
Mike Thomas, business manager of town copies will be 35 cents. They
P«rs and manuscripts," said Mr. Mer Skeels, and J. II. KamskiU, of the
George M. Cornwall, editor of Tim- tober exceeds that of any other month
Advertising for the coming Cub- the ASUM, when asked about the will be out not later than Wednesday
riam. "Much of it is finished, but Forestry school faculty.
hertuan Magazine, spoke at a special since the department has been in ex
Bobkitten football gome, which will general condition 0 athletic ft- of
fhere is g great deal that is not, that
Forestry school convocation at 9 istence.
take place Saturday afternoon, ap nances. "The Aggie and Gonznga
t
had only been begun.
REEDER WILL ATTEND
o’clock Tuesday.
peared on the campus Wednesday games netted us a nice profit which ARTICLE BY MARY WHITE
In this connection it is of interest
NATIONAL CONVENTION morning in the form of white and took care of losses t the first of
Mr. Cornwall took the hour to trace to note that the correspondence
APPEARS IN MAGAZINE
FIGURE8 8HOW YELLOW
for the Forestry students the history courses are coming in from many
green posters, which were pasted on the season and the loss on the
SLIPS HAVE DECREASED
Eddie Reeder was chosen to rep the sidewalks on the campus.
"Folklore of the United States for of the commou names of some of our states in the Union. Some idea of
W.S.C. frosh game/ he said furresent the local chapter of Sigma
Theseposters were on two kinds. tlicr.
Young Children,” a selected bibliog western species of trees.
the extent that Montana’s corre
Yellow slips are decreasing in nura- Delta Chi at the national convention One read “Nov. 6,” while the other
spondence courses are sought, can
The statement for the Gonznga raphy by'Mary Catherine White, grad
er. according to figures compiled at in Madison, Wisconsin, November 15, bore a large question murk. Rear
Tanans Hold Meeting
uate of the University of Motitaua. is
game is:
be learned from the fact that this ia
registrar’s office. However, the 10, and 17. at a meeting Monday Paws, men’s sophomore honorary so
the first year that no foreign appli
Guarantee ................ .....$ 2,500.00 contained in the Publishers’ Weekly
igures show that the men are in the night.
Tunans held their weekly meeting cant# have applied.
ciety, distributed these advertisements Expenses ................
.. 722.82 for October 10, 1020.
majority this year as they were last.
Iteeder will leave for the conven to remind the students of the coming
Miss White returned to the Uni Wednesday afternoon in the west
I« the fall quarter of 1025 there tion Friday evening. November 12. game.
Profit ........................ .......f l,777.18 versity this fall where she is taking parlor of Main hall. Regular busi
Members of North and South halls
"ere 200 yellow slips sent to 170 He will remain in Madison for the
With but one more home gume classes and working in the library. ness was discussed. The next meet enjoyed an exchange of guests
aMcompared with 247 sent to 157 three days of the convention after
Mary Lou Leslie, visiting Kappa and then the southern trip the She compiled her bibliography on ing will be next Wednesday afternoon Wednesday evening, half of the boys
men this year. Last year 81 women which he will stop off in Chicago Delta inspector, was a dinner guest
athletic board hopes to pay out, mythology and folklore while work at North hall. All members are urged going to North for dinner and half
received 1x7 -while this year 03 re for a short visit with friends before
a t the Sigma Kappa house Wednes and not go behind in their budget. ing with Miss Huxelton in the library to be present as a discussion will be the girls going to South. Dancing
ceived 88 of the warnings.
returning.
day.
school of the University of Wisconsin. held on the Tanan constitution.
was enjoyed until 8:30.

Get~together Party
Planned By Former
North Hall Member

J.P.

State Voters Elect
Montana Graduates '
to Offices Tuesday j

CONGRESSMAN EVANS
SPEAKS TO STUDENTS

ENGINEERS OF STATE
1 CONVENE HERE

WILL BE SUE

SPAULDING HONORS

j

.
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tend in multitude, that our attendance in
some way may express our appreciation
and laurel the brows of those men whose
services to the school cannot be easily for
gotten.
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The Time Has Come

H

Bedtime Bunk

H e ll B o x
Tinner Starts Construction of New
“M”j/ to Be Done by
Nov. 12

By AUNTY DELUVIAN

Once there was a rah-rah
Rajah, tall and thick, with black
locks, polished and pomaded,
above and below the nose, who
plunged heavily with the women,
for he was a devil and he knew
so, Xcro, Popular Meeknuiee i
their devilish ways. He was lo
the garage man’s Who’s Who.
quacious and the girls lingered
long, but one lingered longer
Our Girl
and sat alone by his side.
tile’s afraid to go out in the rai
fear she’ll get water on the kne
Looking soulfully into her sock
ets he began to biff off with the
Faculate Fantasies
pen, “Dearest: I wouldst that
SHIRLEY J.
you were mine, all mine, to love,
Comptometers, adding machines and
to love, mo and my homelier
spell like
brothers. I want you for my
To the nsh heap will go pretty soon. I own, now and after class. I can
Efficiency rules and their place is
not five, I cannot go on, and on,
usurped
and on, without such an urge as
By Biz Ads traiued under Dean
your small boot could give. I
Coon.
need you for your charms faze
me, like heavy blows upon the
From a Montana Weekly Paper
bean; your voice like the dinner
“We will print fifty wedding in
bell gives me thrills in the frontvitations for the first couple that | and-center; and your eyes, misty
marries for $5.00, and include a nice
like lakes at dusk, lead me up,
box of birth announcements, not
up, high up into the bleachers.
printed, as n premium.”
But Unde Sam wants you, I
mean I do, and by the Seven
Three University students left yes
Shawls,' Veals and Scarfs I’ll—”
terday for Chicago. They were ac
But the girl beside him had
companied by a load of sheep. They
dimbed his frame, sobbing, “Oh!
will be ba-a-a-ck!
Dear! My dear!”
The Rajah was thrown for a
Cubs and Kittens
loss, and he fumbled, but quickly
Mingle fur
recovered.
“Unhand me, woman,
Up here on Saturday.
I must needs complete my letter
Hurrah, and likewise
from
the
lovelorn.
The editor,
Hip, hip, hip—
yonder, waits for It.” And the
Another Aggie fray.
girl ordered a case of hemlock,
C. O. D.
Landscape—or Landslide
Yellow slips are really white but
XC8XOK8XXOX8X
they make you feel blue and the world
Fashion Notes
Huber wears n beautifully
riding habit when he pitches

Construction work on Frances Cor
bin hail received a sudden jolt this
morning, which brought it to a tem -/
porary halt, until labor factions can
come to an agreeable understanding.
The same labor difficulty is affecting
two downtown enterprises, but it is
expected that an agreement will be
reached in two or three days, which
will iron out the present trouble.
O ther work carried on by the phys
ical plant consists of the completion
of the bleachers, which have been
completely dosed in . from the back,
and the digging of a pipe line along
the front of the heating plant, that
will carry water for the irrigation of
the new women’s athletic field.
“M” Plans Completed
Plans for the new “M” that is to
be replaced on Main hall tower have
The young lady i cross the way says been completed by R. C. Hugenin,
she doesn’t believe in strikes until | superintendent of construction, and
all arbitrary methods have been ex- | turned over to the tinner for the achausted.
tual construction work. The plans
I:
■■
■
*= = call for the delivery of the finished
| LIBRARY RECEIVES BOOKS;
product on November 12, Other
MOST OF THEM DEAL WITH
plans are being made to have it in
HISTORY AND ECONOMICS place before the Whitman game.

ORNBLASER field will see a hard
struggle tomorrow afternoon when
the State college Boblcittens engage
the University Cubs for their annual tas
sel. W ord comes to us from the Bozeman
camp, as usual, announcing great strength
Miss Gertrude Buckhous. head of i WOMEN SWEATER WINNERS
in this year’s aggregation of freshmen.
the University library, stated that 25
DRAFT CONSTITUTION FOR
We might send back in turn the fact that
new books had been received this
NEW CAMPUS ORGANIZATION
Montana yearlings boast of nine all-state
week—mostly dealing with history
...........
football men, and a squad numbering about
and economics.
At a meeting held in the women’s
A
“new
book
sh
elf’
is
maintained
gymnasium
Tuesday
evening, the girl*
fifty.
in the library office where the new that have won “M” sweaters organThe Cubs showed great strength in their
books are placed for a week after ized a women’s “M” club. The membattle against W. S. C. last Saturday, but
their arrival; everyone is privileged to bers are: Betty Peterson, president;
go in and look at them; after the Stella Skulason, secretary; Anne Stewere unable to hold up under the onslaught
week lias elapsed, the books may phenson, Mary Joe Dixon, Margaret
of a heavier and more experienced team.
Sterling, Elsie Brown, AnnabeDe Des
be drawn out.
Tomorrow they will be more cvcnlv
I Standard Etiquette, by Richardson, mond and Helen Groff.
A fter the constitution was drawn
matched, both in weight and in experience,
j a new book on the shelf. Whaling
1)8
I in the Frozen South, by A. J. VII- up it was decided that all member*
Freshman football is gradually becomliers, Australian press correspond- would wear their sweaters and m eet
ing more important in college athletic cirent, who went on a whaling expedi- a t a luncheon on the first Thursday
cles. Since freshmen are unable to play on
tion. is also on the shelf.
of every month. I t was also decided
Others include: Life and L etters to grant a sweater to Sainmie Graham,
Varsity squads it behooves thfe University looks black—not mentioning the red BROADCAST STATION
of Thomas Jefferson, by Francis W.
The club held its first luncheon a t
you
see
when
you
think
of
the
prof!
to give them thorough training, so that
ARRANGES PROGRAM H irst; Gooch’s History of Modern I the Blue Parrot yesterday. Besides
they will be available during their next who sent it.
FOR SUN DA YMON DA Y Europe; Memoirs ot, William Jen-1 the regular members, Miss Mary
nings Bryan, New Palestine; Our Laux. Mrs. McClure and Solvay Anthree years. This year’s freshman team
Famous Last Words
seems to be a good one. There are more Naw, I didn’t go to see the Queen. KUOM’s Sunday program will be Polar Flight, by Roald Amundsen and dresen, alumnae members, attended.
----------- ;-----------------Lincoln Ellsworth; The Man Menck-j
broadcast
a
t
9:15
in
the
evening.
men on the squad than ever before, and And as Marie said when the train
The program will feature a devotional en, by Isaac Gotlieway; Lifetime With i Leslie Talley’s mother of Columbia
more enthusiasm and pep is being mani- pulled out of Missoula:
talk by Rev. D. E. Jackson of the Mark Twain, by Mary Lawton, and Falls arrived a t Craig hall Thursfested than we have ever witnessed in a Where do we go from here?
Presbyterian church and several in about forty-five other volumes—some I day night to visit h e r. daughter.
reprints of older books and others I
-----------------------------strumental and vocal solos.
yearling aggregation,
copyrighted in 1925.
Mr. and Mrs. H erbert White, ’25,
Piano solo, selected, Miss Dorothy
M ontan^ should win tomorrow, provid- KUOM ENTERTAINS
------------;----- -----------were visitors on the campus la st
Reeves; vocal solo, “The Rosary,”
WITH BAND CONCERT] Nevin,
M argaret Kieley, ’24, graduate in week-end. They stopped here on.
ing the youngsters don’t weaken in the
Mrs. T. E. Fitzgerald; violin
the School of Journalism, is now | their way to Great Falls after a visit
solo, Two Russian Folk Songs,
closing minutes of play. Go after ’em,
j J to Spokane, Washington.
Members of the Grizzly band last Kreisler, Miss Mary Shope; bass working on the Butte Miner.
Cubs. Remember the Varsity.

D

oking for what they expose, but
When Bob Eden returns to
really too artificially posed to carry ranch the following events have taken
this novel through its richest potent- place. The real P. J. Madden
alities.
his daughter are with Bob, having
Time, the settlement of Dick and been rescued by him from their com
A Dictionary of Modern English
Madge in the United States to work pulsory confinement in Petticoat Mine.
Usage.
and love, and righteous self-vindica The impostor, who has been living in
By H. W. Fowler.
tion of each family member, gives the Madden ranch acting as its host,
Oxford at the Clarendon Press.
In the light of the several contro this book a chance for a pleasing endJerry Delaney, a well-known New
And after all, harmony prevails. York crook who had learned of the
versies that are feeing waged now
over the subject of English “pure and
pearl transaction. The scream of the
“The Chinese Parrot.*
poor,” H. W. Fowler’s “A Dictionary
parrot was an echo to the cry of the
By Earl Derr Biggers.
of Modern English Usage” should
real Madden as he was attempting to
The Bobbs-Merril! Co.
prove highly instructive.
resist Delaney. The minor love plot
$ 2. 00.
Fowler, who is joint author of the
satisfactorily completed by Paula
“Silence had closed down like a Wendell admitting her love for Eden
King's English, the Concise Oxford
Dictionary and others, has made a curtain of fog over the house, over after her rescue from -Petticoat mine.
rather meticulous study of a meticu the desert, over the world. An un
The author of “The Agony Col
lous problem. The result is a guide canny silence that nothing seemingly, umn,” “Seven Keys to Baldpate,”
through the mazes of modern English would ever break. Then whose was “The House W ithout a Key,’’ has
with all its idiosyncracies, so clear the voice calling for help th at tragic given to his eager readers a great
and yet so interesting that no one night at the ranch? Who uttered the mystery in an atmosphere so skil
speaking the English language, wheth cry that was heard and echoed by fully created that its cleverness and
e r student or not, should be without Tony, the Chinese parrot?” And delicacy get into your very veins
away we are carried into one of Earl keep you ever an active participant
it.
Someone has said, in speaking of Biggers’ mystery stories that lives in the adventures related.
the three complete guides to the Eng before your eyes too vividly for com
lish language, that the Thesaurus, a fort.
Lea Colby Is ngnin attending
book of synonyms and an unabridged
P. J. Madden, a great Fall street classes after being confined to his
dictionary were all that was neceS’ financier, has ju st dosed a deul with bed several days with the grippe.
sary. The reviewer would add the Madame Jordon for the famous PliilDictionary of Modern English Usage, limore pearls. Bob Eden, son of the
Captain Sparrenberger, of Fort
but the- addition would be on the front childhood sweetheart of the widow Missoula, spent Thursday evening at
Jordon, and then a Chinese detective, the Sigma Alpha house.
instead of on the end.
Another indispensable book.
once a Jordon family servant, are en
trusted with the task of delivering
THE YOUNG LADY
the pearls to Madden in a little des
Labels.
ACROSS THE WAY
Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1926 e rt town called Eldorado.
By A. HamMton Gibbs.
The Chinese detective, in the role
of cook, enters the home of the fa
$ 2. 00.
F o r a young writer, A. Hamilton mous Madden. Ah Kim, as he ii
Gibbs has played interestingly and known, immediately senses something
rather neatly with his treatm ent of which he can not definitely express,
the World War aftermath. His an is wrong about the atmosphere of the
alysis of attitude and adustments be place. The Chinese parrot, Tony, the
tween a disillusioned English soldier day following his screams of “help,
Dick, and his sister, Madge, who knew murder, put that gun down,” is dead.
war through service on the front line, Who killed him and why?
and the parents of these two, who
Now who was the dead man and
thought they knew war by dint of where was he buried? A futile seareli
government service a t home, is acute over the yard surrounding the ranch
and well-rounded. Two make the ensues, with the result that Eden,
angles to this theme more thorough Holley, editor of the "“Eldorado
going, Mr. Gibbs introduced a second Times,” and Ah Kim decide-that the
son, Tom, in the status of a clearly body has been carried off the place.
principled conscientious objector.
A little later on the same day the bag
You will find it well worth while of Jerry Delaney is found in
to get a different understanding of a attic. This bag contains a gold
“conchy” in reading Labels. You will watch, a shaving outfit and similar
appreciate the resentment of the articles, convincing the search
young people who lived through the that Madden had forgotten to hide
error that was war in finding the this evidence of the murdered man
same old labels, the same conceptions Delaney.
and categories, existing upon their
The mystery is far from solved, in
return that existed when they left fact it is the beginning of the real
for the front; but not realizing, in excitement. The pearls can not be
their own youthful blindness why the handed over yet, how can they fore
labels should not necessarily have stall the delivery longer? Excite
disappeared.
ment consumes the whole atmosphere
BUT: In order to bring full in when Bob Eden is suddenly called
sung Indy
sight to the psychology of various awny by Holley to search for Paula Henry Ford is writing his nutobiog
relations, Mr. Gibbs has made his Wendell in the Ghost City, a desert rnpliy in corroboration of Samuel
characters merely exposes of types, ed town.

Book Reviews

The

HY the Hello?” is the question of
many campus walkers. Students
have no doubt noticed the “ Hello’
signs that adorn the campus walks, be
tween Main ‘hall and the library.
I t has always been a tradition, more or
less, on the Montana campus to speak to
those whom one passes on the campus. It
takes but little effort to have a brief little
“ H ello” for everybody, and it surely
makes for a better spirit.
The Bear Paws have the right idea in I
trying to remind the students that a little | r.
smile and a “ Hello” go a long way.

A New Tradition
ONORING her “ M.” men, stalwart
and sacrificing fellows whose serv
ices have carried Montana’s name,
masted high, from shore to shore, Montana
students will throw a mixer in the men’s
gym tonight.
Because of disinterested observation
this dance is the last remnant of what was
once Varsity day, a carnival of fun and
fight, when sophomores in actual contests
strove to verify their superiority of the
frosh. Students failed to attend the events,
and contestants failed to participate. So
the day is passing into that vale of unsup
ported traditions, and the rapid turbulent
blood that coursed in college life, is being
thinned.
Like old feudal bouts, the class fights
were not only entertaining but they urged
to almost rioting expression the class
spirit—a spirit that never entirely subsided to dormancy, a spirit which upon occasion supported all college activity. So
it is not without a sob and sigh that we
witness the passing of such ancient college
customs, customs which served as safety
valves, as vents for pent-np steam, which
made one restless, and finally inactive;
customs which made classes distinctive.
The dance tonight is an All-University
no-date mixer, and though we cannot warm
our blood with sight of combat we can at-
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Hello Everybody

Entered as second-class m atter a t Missoula, Mon
tana, under act of Congress of March 3, 1879
Subscription price $2.50 per year

MONTANA

night broadcast over station KUOM | solo, “Jehovah Guide Us,” “Abide
for the first time this year. The pro-1 With Me,” Mr. W. W. Wicks; “Mel-1
gram sent out included Chopin’s ody,” Kreisler, Miss Mary Shope;
“Funeral March,” which was played vocal solo, “The Lost Chord,” Sul
in honor of Dr. J. H. Underwood.
livan, Mrs. T. E. Fitzgerald; piano
The complete program was as fol solo, selected, Miss Dorothy Reeves.
lows: March, “New Colonial,” IL B.
Monday’s program will contain a
Hall; Traunbild “ Vision,” Van Blain;< variety of semi-classical and popular
overture, “Panorama,” Barnhouse; I music, furnished by the Missoula In-1
“Funeral March,” Chopin; intermezzo, strumental Trio, Dr. Emerson Stone, {
“After Sunset,” Arthur Pryor; waltz, and Mrs. Forbis. Professor Robert j
“Mission of Love,” Ed Russell; grand L. Ilousman, from the School of
fantasia ,“Maritaua,” Theo. Moses Journalism, will read a one-act play
Gobain; march, ’Joyce's 71st New entitled “Trite,” by N. D. Trebor. I
York Regiment,” Boyer. Two xylo
phone solos were played by Richard
Mrs. Sedman was entertained at |
Romersa, “Sextette from Lucia” and dinner a t the Kappa Delta house j
“Hi Diddle Diddle.”
yesterday.

Soft Lights—
A Glowing Fire—
A Friendly Spot—
To sit, a while, and dream

J

Chimney Corner
Tea Rooms

A Store Full of Coats—and
No Cold Weather
But Cold Weather Is Coming
So get ready and prepare yourself with the best buy in a Winter Coat that
you have seen in many a day.

W om en’s Coats
(SEE WINDOW)

$18.75
$48.75

$28.75
$58.75

$38.75
$68.75

Here are values In coats, caused by the continuous warm weather, that
should pack this store with customers.

H A T S — A Feast o f Values
Choice of Our Entire Stock for

$ 3.75

-

$ 4.75

-

$ 6.75

COME
TODAY

THE
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Co-eds Vie for Aquatic Lead;
Tennis Tryouts Start Today
Tryouts for -swimming honors were
held yesterday afternoon from 5 to
6 in the men’s gymnasium. The tests
will be completed next Tuesday after
noon at the 8ame time. Betty Peter
son, head of swimming, appointed the
following class managers: Unarose
Flannery, freshmen; Frances Nash,
sophomores; Zera Gerdicia, juniors,
and Isabel Lentz, seniors.
Tennis honor tryouts will be held
today and Wednesday. Stella Skulason, head of this sport, has appoint
ed the following managers: Christel
Faulkner, freshmen, and Frances
MacGrath, sophomores. Because no
junior or senior girls turned out for
this sport no other managers were
appointed.
WAA Board Meets
Executive board of WAA met
Tuesday night in Main hall to discuss
swimming honors. Girls may earn
25 points toward an “M” sweater by

completing the following tests: Swim
ming two different strokes in good
form one length of the pool, gwim
two lengths of the pool, using any
stroke, one good dive approved by the
judges, perform any. two of the fol
lowing stunts: treading water, rolling
log and torpedo, vertical floating
spinning top, double top, sculling pro
pelling and submarine, and diving for
objects. To win 50 points a girl must
swim three strokes in good form,
each twice the length of the pool,
swim six lengths of the pool using any
stroke, be able to do two strokes each
two lengths of the pool—the single
overarm in 45 seconds, the crawl in
42, the breast in 50, the trudgeon in
45 and the back one length in 32 sec
onds—and three dives approved by
the judges and five stunts selected
from the above list. Girls may come
out for these swimming honors next
Tuesday also.

Tennis honors aro as follows: Fore
hand drive, three out of five placed
in the left side of the court and the
same number placed in the right side
of court; backhand drive, two out of
five placed in the left side of the
court and the same number placed
in the right side of the court; threo
out of five serves placed in the left
service court; demonstration of three
out of five lob tries; demonstration
of two out of five volleys and two out
of five smashes with good placement.
The coaching class will take charge
of tryouts for class swimming teams.
These will take place next Tuesday
and Thursday evenings.

“Bye, Bye, Blackbird”
Where Did You Go?
“Here I am.” “In the middle of
the night.” “Adorable.” “Give me a
little kiss, will you, huh?” “Wait 'til
tomorrow night.” “Show me the way
to go home.” “Me too.” “Bye, bye,
blackbird.”
Someone is gloating over his prow
ess—last Hallowe'en. If stolen fruit
tastes better, and other things being
equal—stolen records sound better—
someone is having the best time!
But the Kappa Deltas are in mourn
ing. Even the cook feels the weight
of gloom, and if the nocturnal vis
itor will return ever a few of the
records, she’ll reward him, or her,
or them, generously.

STUDENTS OF MUSIC
WILL GIVE A DANCE

The H it o f the Campus
Black Scotch grain leather, cordovan trim.
for us especially by

Made

“BOSTONIANS”
$9.50 Pair

Members of the Music dub held
their second meeting of the year
Wednesday night at the Music house.
After the regular business was dis
posed of, plans were made for a
mixer, which wfll be given next week.
Committees were appointed to secure
entertainment and refreshments for
the affair, and all music students are
invited to attend. At the close of
the meeting, Miss Mary Shope played
several violin solos.
Lois McMahon moved into North
hall Wednesday and will occupy the
room that H arriet Minchler left va
cant when she was called to her home
in Whitefish on account of the illness
of her mother.
Marjorie Jones, '24, English major,
visited in Missoula last week. She
is teaching a t Thompson Falls.

DIXON

& HOON

Tommy Meigher, '25, was a visitor
at the Sigma Nu house during the
week-end.

Class of

— no other tobacco is like it!

Marie Approaches,
Marie H e s i t a t e s
and Marie Leaves

R.O.T.C.

Columbia Develops Carusos
Continuing a tradition that has been
followed for many years, a song fest
Mellow sunlight brightened Mb
held at Columbia University. The
freshmen arc required to demonstrate I souln. The air had almost the caressto the second-year men their knowltouch of spring on th at fall day
edge of Columbia cheers and songs. I (ft B marked in red upon the annals
of Missoula history). Through the
haze-filled gorge between Sentinel
The Undarkened Doorway
and Jumbo floated the long, low “Hoo,
Coach Fielding Yost’s Michigan
IIoo, IIoo-IIoo” of a locomotive.
team in the Big Ten conference has
The dense crowd a t the depot stirred
not had its goal line crossed since J anew, and buzzed on a higher note
1924. The Wolverines are fighting of pleased expectation. The trees in
hard to maintain this unusual record.
the grounds bore human fruit, the
roofs of >fche depot and the small
Kansas Clip Club
buildings around it swarmed with
The Club club has been organized anxious students and townspeople,
a t the Kansas State Agricultural col all eager for a glimpse of the re 
lege under the leadership of Miss nowned personages who were on the
Margaret Burtis. I t is composed of
that had ju st whistled from
small number of both colored and He]].Gate
white students. Its purpose is to J An excited hum, th at died to a
discuss racial problems and the funda-i 8Ubdued murmur, then swelled to a
mental differences and likenesses be- 8br|fl. many-throated cheer of weleen the two races.
come, arose from the hundreds at
the station, as the big, black engine
Poetry That Pays
glided hissingly to a stop, leaving the
The
Kansas will en- j ]a8j coach, a lounge-car, directly fac
dow a $5,000 memorial to William H.
ie crowd. A short pause, exlarruth, late of the faculty, to re clamation abortive cheers, then siward student poets.
Ience.
At last a trim figure of a woman
Owls—What?
steps to the platform, to be greeted
The students of Mississippi Uni- by cheers, yells, whistles and waves
rsity, in order to distinguish them of greeting. She is accompanied by
selves from the freshmen, have de • a young, slender girl on one side and
rided to wear tortoise-shell glasses. by a slight, dear-skinned, blond boy
on the other.
Long Distance Education
Organized cheering, songs, gifts,
The distance between classes in j nnd an exhibition of muscular prowsome of the South American univers ess in Montana's principal industry,
ities is so great that students are follow. The trim figure, a smile
obliged to take street cars and busses flashing between the red lips under
to go from one class to another.
the close-fitting toque, acknowledges
I all these tributes with bows, smiles
Worse Than Prohibition
and expressive hand movements.
University of Idaho. Library dat- Movie cameras click, and the shuting was censured and resolutions terR of fcddaks open and shut, rappassed against it recently by the As- j^ly.
sociated Women Students. All worn-1 Then, a t an almost unnoticeable
en students were urged to co-operate signai? tbe car t*gin8 rtow|y> amI then
jn stamping lit this hindrance t0 j rapidly, to recede from the crowded
tudy.
platform. The figures on the plat
form of the car shrink like the fig
Harvard Would
ures in a fade-out on the screen, and
larvard 'University has among
at last merge and -blur. The crowd
list of students a Siamese prince.
scatters like crowds always do when
the event of their gathering is over,
They Should Be
and from the westward comes tbe
Social swimming parties are p
long-drawn “Hoo, Hoo, Hoo-Hoo” of
a r as get-togethers a t the Univc ^ the engu
ity of Oregon.
Mni : of Rumania has seen,
nnd left Missoula.
Canucks Cultivate Colleges
Ottawa.—The total registration of
Betty Fitzgerald, daughter of Brasliversi tics and colleges in Canada til Fitzgerald, of the English staff,
for 1925 was 59,100. Of this total, s seriously ill with scarlet fever.
which excludes any duplicate statisas between unixersitiea and affil- iated colleges, 16,925 were In prepar
atory courses; 31,125 in regular;
3,837 in correspondence; 7,403 in
short courses and some in other
courses.

“B” Army Shirts, good as n e w .................... $2.00
“B” Army Breeches, good as new ....$2,00 to $8.00
Army Double Back Raincoats ...... ............$1.50
Navy Pea C o ats................... ....................... $12.00
Navy “Gob” Pants and Bine Serge Middy Blouses
Complete Line of Genuine Government Goods

Tim Clowes Army Store
505 North Higgins

The New Grill Cafe
THE PLACE OF GOOD EATS

MEET ME AT

Kelley*s Cigar Store
SODA

Where All the Boys Meet
FOUNTAIN
IN
CONNECTION

CLAIRE LEIN BEAUTY SHOP
Specialising in

PERMANENT WAVING AND MARCELLING
HOT OIL TREATMENTS
Phone 353
Missoula, Montana

R oom 209 First National

Bank Building

COAL

WOOD

PAINT

FLOOR WAX

PERRY FUEL & CEM ENT C O .
Phone 400

Orange sweaters and orange caps
with blue buttons distinguish the I
women cheerleaders at Syracuse.
Sorority women and fraternity men i
at O.A.O. had a higher scholastic
average last year than the nonGreeks.

’07

Fringealbert

Other Campuses

F’r Heaven’s Sake!
While the president was speaking
in Pomono college, some prankster
poured a sack of flour into the ven
tilating system, and as a result the
audience found itself covered with
“manna from heaven.”

ofthe

Cool as a dormitory radiator. Sweet as an
extra cut. Fragrant as a peach-orchard. P. A.
can’t bite your tongue or parch your throat
— another important detail. Get yourself some
Prince Albert today. N o other tobacco can
bring you so much downright smoke-pleasure.

KAIMIN

Ukes—Rebukes!
The late date rule at Oklahoma
A and M., put into effect this fall, has
been the cause of a ruling a t the |
Oman’s building to tbe effect that
all pianos and ukes are to be stilled
at 10:30.

an
Old Grad ^

PRINCE ALBERT stepped out into the world
nearly twenty years ago. Success was immediate
. . . and outstanding. Because P. A. measures
up to the first and greatest rule for success: It has
the goods! The school of experience has pro
duced no finer tobacco than this.
Just buy yourself a tidy red tin of P. A. and
tamp a load flush with the muzzle of your old
jimmy-pipe. Connect with a match, and let
that first wonderful drag tell you that no other
tobacco can come within a mile o f this for sheer
pipe-quality.

MONTANA

The ban on dancing a t Ohio North
ern University is again being en-1
forced. If any student dances or if
any fraternity conducts a dance, ex
pulsion follows.

At Forty

The R.O.T.C. of the University of
Kansas has adopted a new style uni
form, consisting of blue coats and
trousers, and white trousers for pa
rade.

“A t Forty” the housewife in some sections
of Europe wears a black bonnet to signify
the end of her youth. A quaint custom—you
say—but it usually signifies a fact. Heavy
tasks, indoors and out, have made her old—
at forty.

Roanoke held its famous Shoe
Scrimmage during the first week of
school. Freshmen shoes are tied
together and the owners madly com
bat one another for the prized article.

p ound tin humidors, mnm
pound crystal-glass humidors
with spongc-moistener top.
And always with evary bit
of bite and parch removed by
the Prince Albert process.

The University of Nevada Sage
brush has received a diploma from
the Sesqui-Contennial International
Exposition in Philadelphia for con
spicuous service in assisting to bring
the message of the exposition before
the public.
More than half a million seats will
be available a t one time to accomo
date the rooters in the Big Ten Foot
ball league.

At the University of North Dakota
the lightest man on the basketball
team weighs 180 pounds.

U p o n g r e a t g e n e ra to rs
which send out current to
light the homes and carry
the burdens of millions, you
will find th e G -E monogram.
Upon industrial m otors, on
electric railway train s—
wherever q uality and un
failing performance are first
essentials—th e Q-E mono
gram will be found.

The Campus, official publication of
the Connecticut Agricultural College,
is to have one issue put out entirely
by the faculty.

A series of G-E advertise
ments showing w hat elec
tricity is doing in m any
fields will be sent on request.
Ask for booklet GEK-1.

New York University is offering a
course in accident prevention.

Kappa pledges are to be honored
by a formal dinner given nt the Weisel home on Gerald avenue a t 6
o'clock this evening. Kappa alumni |
are the hostesses.
GENERAL

Of all the uses of electricity in America, the
most important are those which release the
woman from physical drudgery. Electricity
carries water, washes clothes, cleans carpets,1
cooks the family’s food—better and quicker
than could be done by hand.
A trip to town or an hour’s rest in the after
noon pays a woman dividends in good health
“at forty years.” And w hat is yo u th but that?
Men and women who have had the benefit
of college training and college life have
learned to place the proper value upon rest
and recreation. They appreciate the relief
afforded by electricity.
9S-3SOOJ

GENERAL-ELECTRIC
E L E C T R I C

C O M P A N Y

S C H E N E C T A D Y

NEW

YORK

THE
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room,
Foikestad pliarl'niiey, in P
n you boat Hint? I FORMER STUDENTS
Suchy Passes Summer reading
I don't believ
an bo featured in |
BEC()ME DEALERS Oregon, and Forrest C. Flora
'24, has purchased a pharmacy
at Colorado School twelve reels with a glaring headline,
“Co-ed Damsel Among Crockstera.”
Coma, Washington.
Rouped! In Seven Spasms,
Three former Moutann University
Anyway, that’s getting away from my
a Smoke and a Dash
students, who were graduated from
John Franklin Suchy, Ph.C., B.S. subject.
Donald Fulkerson, ’30,
“Our library, being the only he- the institution with degrees from the from echo >1 last week.
’17, who has been an instructor ii
Departing from the ngo-old custom the School of Pharmacy for tho past man institution left, on the campus, School of Pharmacy, have recently
Chapter One
I was a poor but innocent girl— of wearing corduroys, ns a class dis six years, passed the summer a t the is guarded with groat zeal by us old I become proprietors of large drug j
but 1 had a movie map.
tinction, the third-year students will University of Colorado doing post timers, and to up and find a dizzy stores.
Chapter Two
Paul L. Mitchell, Ph.C., ’00, the
BEAUTIFUL GOLD AND
adorn themselves in the distinctive graduate work. Mr. Suchy is work blonde sitting right in the middle of
Of an evening there came into my
SILVER HATS
garb of blazers or sweat-shirts, of ing for a-master of science degree it it was too much gall for our constitu- D si; person to groduato from the Monlife a gay galoot
na
School
of
Pharmacy,
is
the
prochemistry, and his studies tills sum tional rights to “man handle.” You h 1
their class colors.
Oh- Girls, how he made love!
lown-town
pharmacy
in
lid?
Well,
prictor
of
a
want
to
know
whnt
we
mer
were
devoted
mainly
to
organic
Junior men of .past years have
Do you wonder that I fell? No,
since us lawyers ore alw re calm and Los Angeles California.
MARSISS MODES
walked the campus clad in corduroys analysis.
foolish.
Charles W. Folkesfud, ’20, is conAfter graduating from the Lam collecte<l dur ng shell fire— I’ll tell
of every imaginable color and style.
Next to Rialto Theatre
Chapter Three
you.
We just put our heads together
cting a drug store, known ns the
This year the class of‘’28, wishing to County high school at Leighton, Kan
All woultHinvo been well had I not
like and concoct <1 h little seb cm o
be different* struck upon tills novel «ns. Mr. Suchy attended the Kansas
gone to the University dances. There
University for two years, where he whereby we \\ ere to gain an bjected
idea.
where nothing is everybody’s bust
end,
that en< be ing the gentle, yet
majored
in
history.
In
February
of
In former years it was the b
1014, he entered the University of firm, ousting of our little Evft. Me
that came in for the glory, while
Chapter Four
and the boy friends gathered around
Montana,
from
which
institution
he
-Shay, let us find a nook, nearer girls went about unnoticed, unable to received degrees of pharmaceutical in a semi-circle, each taking Up ft
flaunt garments that betokened their
the moon,” he whispered in my ear,
scholastic standing. This year, how chemist and bachelor of science in post of vigila nee You know someas we gracefully did the Valencia.
ever, the junior co-eds may join the chemistry. He was also student as thing like the vigilante gang but not
We are now showing a complete line of
How could I have guessed the bleach
sistant In tho department. After so rough in manners. Anyway, a
men and wear their class emblems.
ers?
So after the class has decided, from graduation Mr. Suchy was employed cough, a splutter and a book dropped
Chapter Five
all at convenient intervals-causcd
by the Valley Drug company of SteWhat co-ed could resist the lure of the samples, which will be on display vensville until the fall of 1017, when
e dizzy one to glance up—also at
Get yours early. Seals, stickers and many Christmas
his twenty-inch trousers, or his crest soon in the ASUM store, whether he enlisted in the World war and
e proper intervals—from her brainthey
will
wear
blazers
or
sweat-shirts,
ed jripe bowl? Not an innocent maiden
novelties are also now being offered.
they will stru t forth clad in this ap served overseas in the medical de fatiguing study. “What did she be
like me.
tachment of the 163rd infantry for hold?” did you say? Well, I’ll bet
I knew no wrong. No one had propriate garb, flashing their class fourteen months. When the war was my last hopes of a quart, she bid
Colors.
tnught me, and I lacked experience.
KODAK
Books
over he worked in the Ennis drug nothing on David and his lions when
Almost
Chapter Six
Magazines
store a t Ennis, Montana, until he was she looked into the searing eyes of
Supplies
Once back at the dance, it was plain
Everything
employed as an instructor at the Uni the seeming multitude thereabout
Pens, Pencils
and
Films
to the world.
versity, where he has now served for gathered.
Note Books
“Look a t her,” the cats chattered.
the Student
six years.
“Of course, like Eve she didn't fal
Finishing
Stationery
Chapter Seven
In August of this year Mr. Suchy ter at first, but then, repetition of an
a
Specialty
Crepe
Paper
Needs
But how was I to know that cig Dilly
Dates Dumbellwas married to Miss Virginia Taylor, act is most maddening to one’s ten
arettes have ashes, and that they
Dlrty Deal
who was an instructor in general sci der conscience. You ought to guess
stick to one’s clothes?
ence at the Missoula county high the rest. Of course to pass the buck j
she up and ankles—sort of aimlessly j
While the chill wind blew fitfully school
Ellen Steensland of Big Timber down Hellgate, and a chillier one blew
•over to the attendant's desk and
was a dinner guest a t the Alpha Xi even more fitfully down Pattee, two
engages the tender in some offhand
Delta house Wednesday.
hatter.
cigarettes glowed and twinkled on
“No, I thought you'd say that but
the side of Sentinel like two strayed
you're all wet because she hasn’t
stars. He of the plus-fours and stag
Start Your
shirt sat upright, while she of the Fair Female Breaks Into showed up je t but just as a sort of
protection from future transgres
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING heavy ruff-neck sweater and the j
Sanctum Sanctorum
s t a n d a r d
k e y b o a r d
sions I think we’ll hang out a shingle
tailored skirt leaned gently against
Special Sale Thursday, Fri him.
entitled, “Stereoptic readings given
Strange things have happened un to weaker sex, come in and get yours.”
day and Saturday Only at
“And you’ll really go with me? And
der the midnight sun, but the strang
Agents for Corona Typewriters. Come Agents for Remington Port
SMITIPS DRUG STORE not with that horrid girl from Great est of them all—-“Yes, but that's get Dean Harriet Sedmsn was a lunch
Easy
Fails?” cam r in a wistful treble, fol
In and inquire about our student pay able Typewriters.
ment plan.
payments granted students.
lowed by a slight sniff (for it WAS ting away from my subject,” said the guest at Craig hall Thusrday.
shyster
as
he
cocked
his
feet
upon
(
chilly, up there on the mountain, but
she just had to keep him away from the table.
“I ’ll tell you. boys, it was the]
those other girls, and they were all
trying to take her man. her first in strangest thing I ever saw. It seemed
this
dizzy co-ed just couldn't find a
college, away from her).
Eyesight Specialist
“Of course I’ll come, little sweet suitable place to park out during
We often relieve eye troubles
vacant
periods but then, who can?
heart.” The last word had" a slight
without
the wearing of glasses
“Everything for the Office
quaver in ft, as though he were not I suppose she was looking for some j
205 MONTANA BUILDING
quite sure of the correct intonation. secluded spot—being a shy youngster]
He wasn’t; he was not too long from —ao she up and chose the law school I
the long uncut, for all his man-of-theworld pose, and in spite of the baggy
plus-fours.

PHILLYUM

Class Colors to Be
Worn by Juniors in
This Year’s Togs

Of Interest to Students
CHRISTM AS CARDS

SUNK!

LOST

CoroNA

Dr. J. L. Murphy

HALF
A
MOON

W

A bright new fox-trot th a t’s
an urgent invitation to dance.
Come in today and let us play
it for you. You'D enjoy it,
and you’ll also like these
other latest releases.
(from Honeymoon

Fox Trot

j (outerthe CostofDressingWelf

Xight. ram . and passed, sowell ow.
nights do; and at Inst came THE
night. Came seven (not natural) and
seven-fifteen. and seven-thirty, and
seven-forty-five, end eight, and eightthirty. and then the Call.
‘T’m dreadfully sorry, hut, you
see, I didn't know that the Co-ed
Prom was for girls only/’ The jan
itor found him in the morning when
be came (round to empty the trash
from the waste chute.

Lane) Vocal Refrain

N at S hjlkret and th e
V ictor Orchestra
Jersey Walk Medley Fox Trot
R oger W olf K a h n and
H is Orchestra

I* e D. Parkinson, brother of Mrs.
Louise Arnoldson, assistant profes
sor of French in the Foreign Lan
guage department, died suddenly Sat
urday, October .30, at Fort Worth,
Texas.

G^en7

z
z
a
m
m

Black Bottom Stomp
Fox Trot

Jack Crutchfield, Dorothy Wilson
and Mabel Shepard were dinner
Trot
J elly -Roll Morton’s guests at Craig hall Wednesday.
R ed H ot P eppers

s
a

The Chant—Fox
v
j

Baby Face With Piano
Pm on My Way Home
With Piano

f*3

t^

NOTICES

(The W hispering Baritone)
J ack S mith

Next Wednesday there will be n
meeting of the Mathematics club at ]
7:30 in the Physics department. Pro*
feasor E. M. Little will give a short]
T h e Bbox S isters talk.

Lay Me Down to Sleep in
Carolina With Piano
Pm Lonely W ithout Yon
With Piano

Dickinson Piano Co.
Victor Dealers of Missoula

JV/ictor
RECORDS

NOTICE
R0TC MEN
The
Grizzly Bear
Chevrons
Are In

ASSOCIATED
Students’ Store

MAJESTIC BOTTLING
COMPANY
“Next to Palace Hotel”

The John R. Daily Co.
Whotel* to and Rbtsil Debtors lb
FRESH AND SALT MEATS
FISH, POULTRY bsd
OYSTERS
Packer, of

DaCo
HAMS, BACON, LARD
Phones 117-1 IS
III-II3 West Front

Grizzly Barber & Beauty Shaft
Miller & Reed, Props.
Under First National Bank

Order Yonr
PERSONAL CHRISTMAS
CARDS
Now

McKAY ART CO.

Mrs. Arnoldsoa’s Brother Dies

Half a Moon

O ffice Supply Co.

PHONE 252
for
FRESH APPLE CIDER
and
FRUIT PUNCH
Bowl Furnished
FREE

$k
f-S
c{

Sigma Delta Chi, men's interna 11
- *?£
tional professional journal)* m m S
e-con- S
ternity. will hold its last *pre-<
ton at
vent Ion meeting Sunday afternoon
«t j -■qt
2:30 'o’clock in the shack. Urgent
business.
W ILFRED FEHLHABER,
President.
The International club will meet
Saturday evening at S o’clock, in
stead of Friday. The meeting will be
held at the Young home, and all stu
dents of foreign nationality are urged
to attend. New members will be I
taken in.
An official representatb 'e from each
fraternity or sorority cn a obtain information regarding the yellow slips
sent to members of the ir organizan by calling at the registrar’s of
fice on Monday, November 8, and sub
mitting a complete list of members |
and pledges.
\ green silk lint and a pair of shoes
ve been left at the telephone booth
in Main hull. They have been there
for about a week. Owner cun claim
same by calling at the phone booth.
Tryouts for yell duke will be hold
in the gym next Tuesday at 4
o’clock. All men are eligible to try
out. One or more yell dukes will be
picked. For further particulars see
SPOT SANFORD, Yell King.
Newman club members will meet
at the St. Anthony parish hall Sun
day morning after 0 o’clock mass,
where breakfast will be served. All
Catholic students are urged to a t
tend.
TED HODGES, President.

‘Different!

cPleasing!

"A U T O C R A T ”
qA

Winner in the Realm

of Good Overcoat Style
The grace and beauty of this
fine overcoat have already made
a deep impression in the world’s
leading style centers. It’s a
winner in Europe as well as
America. We hold it up as
one of the season’s big favorites.
It’s the thing! An aristocrat
among good overcoat styles.
The picture speaks boldly for
its attractiveness. Tailored of
sturdy, wear-resisting fabrics,
by the Kirschbaum experts, who
have been making fine overcoats
for more than sixty-five years.

£ 3 5

t0 £ 6 0

T he " A utocrat” like all other Kirsch
b aum O v e rc o ats has yokes and
sleeves o f beautiful Skinner satins.

TYPEWRITERS

Sold and Rented
Dealers for Corona and
L. G. Smith

FRANK G. SWANBERG
118 East Cedar St.
Phone 692-J

ro u

CAN GET IT AT

DUNSTAN’S
Printing and Stationery
North Higgins

Scliramm-Hebard Meat Co.
Fresh and Salt Meats, Fish,
Poultry and Oysters
Phono 126

417 North Higgins

HIGH SCHOOL CANDY
. SHOP .
Nuf Sed

Kohn Jewelry Co.
Oldest and Largest

Phono 582

Phone 583

COMMUNITY MARKET
103 South Third St.
THOS. F. FARLEY
Open Saturday Evening

HOPKINS’ TRANSFER

Barney*s Fashion Shop
Missoula, Mont.

PHONE 88
FLORENCE HOTEL

Speud Your Evenings
Dancing at the

“
JgOertheCostofDressm§Well"m^0^ KIRSCHBAUM. CLOTHES

PalaceLunch
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Dramatic Critic Commends
Montana’s “Little Theatre”

Freak Tree Specimen
Shows Blaze Buried
by Two-Inch Growth

MONTANA

KAI MI N

Other Campuses

“OH, WOE 18 ME”
In Thibet practically every family
■ ........
has at least one son in the pries t An elderly man of ultra-convivial I hood,
habits but withal learned and book-1
Ay?
Colorado Aggies has the largest i ish. was haled before the bar of just* j
letter representing the college of any ice in a country town. “Ye're charged
school in Colorado. The Aggies* “A"
is 75 yards long. It is built on the with bein’ drunk and disorderly
foothills 10 miles west of the city snapped the magistrate. “Have y<
limits.
anything to say why sentence should |
not be pronounced?”
“Man’s inhumanity to man makes
Ask Dad—He Knows
The famous Rock Chalk yell of the countless thousands mourn,'’ began
University of Kansas dates back 50 the prisoner in a flight of oratory. “I j
oin not so debased as Poe, so prof-1
ngmi >d the ell, the ligate as Byron, so ungrateful as
tip for Keats, so intemperate as Burns, so
timid ns Tennyson, so vulgar as
Shakespeare, so------”
Track Team and Ocean
“That’ll do, that’ll do,” interrupt
ed the magistrate. “Ninety days.
And,' officer, fake down that list of
t team may tour the Orient
names he mentioned and round ’em
Th<
Women wear blue and gold pom-poms
to mark off their section.

Post No Bills 1
An authorized United States postoffice will be established on the Uni*
A peculiar specimen showing the varsity of Nevada campus the latter
Roland Holt, nationally known civil war that was running part of the freak growth of a fir tree has been part of this month.
received by the Forestry school. The
otitic of modern drama, writer of the time concurrently with our own.
Werfel became first known here slab of wood shows a government sur
theater and allied topics in a num
In the Alltogether
ber of eastern papers, has given very only last season, though his first play, vey blaze, sealed under nearly two
Forty-four freshmen were relieved
"Mirror-Man”
(Spiegelmchsch) was inches of later tree growth,
favorable notice to Mr. Glick and to
of
their
clothing
and Imprisoned in a
The blaze, which bears the locu- barn at the annual freshman-sopho
Montana’s Little Theater. Following done in Berlin in 1010. Frans Weris a clipping that appeared in the fel was born in Fragile, in 1800. Ho 11ion Township 10 N, R 3 W, S 10, | more rush at Western Reserve uni
Springfield Republican of October 24, I was at the front for two years dur I was placed upon the tree a Unit thirty- j versity, Cleveland, recently.- They
and in the Cleveland Topics of Octo ing the World \ya r. 11is second play, [five years ago. As the tree grew it were rescued by the police arid other
I *‘The Goat Song,” given here by the I healed over the scar until the only!
ber 23:
freshmen, who supplied barrels and
Ip “Out in far Montana, of the rocks, I Guild last season, was first seen in mark on the surface was a. long scrim i newspapers to their nude classmates.
the sagebrush and the sky, Carl Glick Vienna in 1020, while Ben Ami pro in the hark of the fir. When the tree
duced
his
“Schweiger”
(Berlin,
1023)
was cut the imprint of the government I
is starting the first Little Theater in
Notioe Sentinel!
the state at the State University at: in New York in 1020. ‘‘Juarez and blaze was found some depth in (he j
The freakish ness of the j
Missoula. . • . Last season he (Mr. ! Maximilian” had its premieri in Vien- wood.
l
na
in
1928,
and
his
“Paul
Among
the
growth,
which
completely
sen
led
a
I
“Glick) came to Missoula, where he
found a promising dramatic associa IJews’*is announced for Berlin. Three blaze about two feet Ring and nine
tion, though in debt, at the Univers volumes of verse, “Verdi,” a novel, inches wide, is unusual, according to
No Hoopies—No School
ity1. He has got it out of debt, and and a translation of “The Trojan forestry experts.
Aft
Freshmen at Princeton unlv
The slab, which was taken from a
even acquired and equipped a theater Women.** compU
the morbidness >f the
tree in the mountains west of St. Pc* are not allowed to own or or
for them.”
Ml in
with Its maiden
cars without permission from tl
Pols
*’s mlssli
Cut
ter” with its
flee of the dean.
the
be fort
Mr. Holt, in an article written
he idealistic J school, J. P. Lansing, sales manager j
•specially for the Montana Kalinin,
trox and Max- I of Pulley* Lumber company, delivered; *
hymn tc
Dad's Day at School
~ I <
:er NeJso
reviews “Juarez and Maximilian,"
slung change. jit to the school. Dean T. (', Spaniel- ji Nearly 1,000 Minnesota fathers a <
Iimilinn”
by Werfel, one of the current plays
■
I
ing
has
written
to
Poison
for
informa
gave
their
vote
of
confidence
to
the
]
Popbam
on the New York stage. The re
McCoUutn. j tion concerning the discovery of thoi IUniversity of Minnesota and the {jjs
a visito
No
view follows.
j freak specimen.
jyouth of today after spending th n r L n
sr of the ASUM store
rdnj
ich machine will oflie
jthird annual Dad’s Day celebration at
i inn Robertson. Heh
nith in
The vibrant young Diaz of Edward |
asiness Wednesday,
ithe university.
j
SCHOOL NURSE REPORTS
r Edwards were dinner gue
G. Robinson and the throbbing ’tween j
GOOD
HEALTH
CONDITIONS
lig hall Sunday,
scene music were the two most re- j
Hero’s One for Atkinson
i Anne Piatt, spoke to the gi
markable features of the many good
Baumgardner^ Harriet I “Health conditions on the campus j Purdue university is conducting s i of
Miss Le
ones of the New York Theater Guild's
I
are
generally
good,”
said
Mrs.
A.
F.
j
ne
Freund,
Dorothy
I
school
for
yell
leaders,
in
which
inI
wc
Johnston.
f house meeting Monday nig
ninth season with Werfel's “Juarez
and Mrs. Henry Grafton
and Maximilian". How long most the
Margaret AfaeLa.ml.aO and J LeClaire, University nurse, yester-i ;struct ion is given by Prof. P. H. Scott I ]
best plays on American history be I-oni*e MaeLaren were dinner guests j day, “There are no cases of scarlet I| of the English department and lee* j Ha ton visited their daughter Je
I fever among students, although a jItnrer on mob psychology and the | |
ihman a t North Hal!, Satnrd
written by foreigners? Shaw has |
‘>ic Theta house Sunday,
I number of colds and sore throats have j handling of large crowds.
j ] na Quest of Corvallis, sp<
done our best Revolutionary drama.
reek i t home on account of
Driakwater our best Civil War play,
Keith Browne, *25, is in Washing- I been reported. Raymond Kelly, who!
I
was
operated
on
for
appendicitis
Monj
She is back in school now.
And a Little Red!
and now Werfel celebrates a Mexican | ton, D. C., at present.
I day, is doing well, and will be out j Blue cords, ranger bate, and blue | Phi Delta Thet a announces the
I toon. Claude Johnson and Martin! blazers trimmed with white will die- | pledgini1 of Robert Allen of Virginia
j Bidstrup are confined to the infirmary j tinguish the seniors at Brigham City.
jin South ball with mild attacks of Young university this year.
| Mrs. John Taylor of Cascade is
Jtonailitis. There is only one girl ini
—
visiting her da ughtern, Blanch, *27,
I the North hall infirmary at present, |
Missoula’s Original Tea House
awl I'ftarl, *30, a t C!raig hall.
Going Up!
I Miss Vivian Lewis.”
Milch•ed Daniel, *29, of Missoula,
- A great “Temple of Learning,” 23
CATERS TO UNIVERSITY GROUPS
stories high and towering 350 feet was a dinner guest: at the Alpha Xi
SWIMMING PARTY GIVEN
Delta
1bouse Thursday.
above the street level, la proposed as
Telephone 640-J for Reservations
BY MEMBERS OF WAA the outstanding feature of a $5,000.*
Ralplb Edgington, *28, returned to
000 group of new buildings to be jischool Wednesday ia fter a week’* illj Members of WAA entertained at a |
Iswimming party in the University pool Philadelphia,
| Anne Miller and Dorothy Douglas
j last evening. Each member invited
jspent 1eet week-eistl in Spokane.
............... —i■............ —
I three guests to attqpd. After a pro- j
I gram which consisted of a two-length the University of California, whi
S I T *
& RATION-W IDE
trace, a peanut stunt, dive for rocks regular women's Tooting sectio
w j
IN STITUTIO N jin the bottom of the pool, fancy div* j provided for e t all football ga
ling and a relay race, refreshments!
I were served in the recreation room.
I The 'following committees planned ]
I the party: Entertainment, Elizabeth
I McCoy, chairman, Mary Joe Dixon
land Agnes Nugent; refreshments, j
I H arriet Johnson, chairman, Anne 8 te-|
lphenson and Raramie Graham.

Ely Shoe Hospital

MONTANA DEBATE UNION
ARGUES PROHIBITION LAW;

By the Post Office

On the Campus

j

i?
ing a visit which he had
e newly installed ecfioolbit of a crack, be asked
uld take anything, and I
i object, and so he fetched
-he did stop,
suit this par-

'5 3

I ■

I

enneyvo
JLpnneyV

Royal Party Visits United States

r DEPARTMENT STORES

Mens Scarfs of Rayon

These scarfs in wonderful bold striped effects, also
checks and plaids—wide and long, some fringed—all
in the rich silk-like Rayon weaves. Excellent values
at this low price of

$ 1.49
Do You Know?

cse<es *mv

That when placing an order for printing,
you are not making a purchase of material
but are hiring a service.

o H O O L

I’ M VnuHi' Tb
0/g|s{..
I'M

irom
IM

What do you get? That depends on whom
you hire. Printing can’t be good without
equipment, experience, intelligence, judg
ment and a desire to render prompt service.

For years past most of the campus organiza
tions have been buying their printing serv
ice of

The New N orthw est
WH E R E T H E KAI MI N IS P R I N T E D
PHONE 550

B y

D A Y S

■fye

You are employing the printer and his
equipment to the extent required for doing
a certain piece of work.

Our Satisfactory Work
in the line of carefully repairing shoes
gladdens every customer, of both
sexes. The ladies, particularly, are
pleased with the artistic neatness and
finish of our repairs, leaving their
shoes soft, smooth and comfortable
within, and externally, nothing to in-

ThAOft
NoJ

Aw' eoweo.—
IH *

ItA P Pipe -

\|0v)

'rtn»,T \ S W
Km Trte. CftA-iowS TftROVt IM "fa*
| DCmT VVitfT
CRA-fet^ C06CB1 M*
8uT I Know a
WV® TVm*
|I«-v
fw TJu* with ' bm.

vteMJ. T»we, fia AmYiUihS, CAR'WttA*

I* iOk'HH' —
AHi ’I'*'!*—•

DW KJ

See them in our win
dows. Come in and try
one on.

Men’s Style Center

You Should Use

C0L0RGL0S
on Your Shoes

To M ake Your
Dance a Success

H arriet Minckler of Whitehall re
turned this week to withdraw from
America is busy entertaining “company.'
school. Due to the illness of her
mpanied by her youngest son end datightei
mother she will be unable to attendI lleana, are visiting Amo
eing royally received
the University until the winter q uar-jof their tour. Left to ’ight, Queen Marie
ter.
| lleana.

Pastel s h a d e s are
shown, with the newsolid color bands.

Toggery

Suggestions

II

Snap
Yes, plenty of it In the
new shipment of fall
hats just unpacked.

The

136 East Cedar St.

I At a meeting of th Mo
Dc
I bate Union last Tuesday evening, an
I open forum discussion was held on
the question, Resolved, that the pro
hibition laws have been detrimental
to the United States. Sid McCarthy
and Edward Poole opposed each other
in this argument and led the open
| discussion. Many new angles of the
law were brought up and the Cana
dian system of handling liquor was
discussed.
The next meeting and open forum
I will be held next Tuesday.

HATS

$5

THE BLUE PARROT

T

K e it h

It is first of all necessary to give
particular attention to the hall in
which your dance is held.
Decorations and atmosphere are
very important but even more so
Is a perfect, smooth and highly
polished dancing floor. Only a
floor carefully cared for and main
tained strictly for dancing can
have these qualifications . Only
two halls in Missoula are main
tained strictly for dancing. They

The Winter Garden
The Elite
Rents ore reasonable for any
party, small or large.
Punch bowl, glasses, linen and
checkroom attendant furnished
free.

and
ALL LEATHER GOODS

Preserves Leather
It’s Waterproof
Polishes
Dyes
Colorglos may be ob
tained in any color.
Use it, you'll like it.

Ask Your Merchant
Lindsay Missoula Co.
(Jobbers)

When You Buy Her a
Box of Candy
Call for

Johnston’s Choice Box
at

ROBERTS

Sheridan’s Orchestra

Book Sto re

Always th» Best for Dancing

(Near the Wilma)

THANKS

Fancy

We appreciate the en
thusiasm shown toy the
generous patronage of
the students, and by
their comment on our
merchandise* which is
bought for college men,
and priced remarkably
low.
Something new every
day. Drop in to see
what’s new.

SILK AND WOOL

SWEATERS
Silk Socks, Work and
Dress Shoes
Special Student Rates

The Sport Shop Army & Navy
Paul II. Brown, Mgr.
Phil Sheridan
Tom Sheridan

Clearing House
316 North Higgins
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K A I MI N

TRI-COLOR G U M SQUAD BASKETBALL SQUAD
PREPARES FOR FINAL GAMES FOR FIRSI PRACTICE OF YEAR

•ill be quite a number of games
The
doubt tbej will be hotly cron(and
tested to see wlic wilt be the champiyns this year.

BARGAINS!
Cones and Cookies Con
sumed by Correspondents

UNIVERSITY TRACK MEN
FINISH FALL SEASON AFTER
MISSOULA-WHITEFISH GAME

neth and Richard Davis, C. Tysel, L.
Gnughan. R. Edgington, J. Garlington, B. Adams, I>. Staunton, R. Hen
ry and a few others. Several of
these men are considered the best
of runners in the west, and every
event should .be closely contested.

Just when the ebb of duty was at
PHI SIGMA FRATERNITY
low tide five lisping lassies burst into
HOLDS MONTHLY MEETING
Immediately following the Misthe sacred sanctity of the “shack" soula-Whitefish football game this
witir shreiks and cries similar to afternoon, the track meet, which was
Phi Sigma held its monthly meeting
were put across for n 20-7 victory. Montana May Not Have
Grizzlies Rest for Two Days E<1 Lane, a halfback, is the mainstay
those of the old but fascinating side originally scheduled for Saturday, last Tuesday, in the Forestry library.
Varsity Captain for
show orators. Cones of the cracked will be staged. This is the final windBefore Training for
Dr. Kirkwood related the trip he,
of the Aggie team.
This
Year
and
broken varie
Final Games
.iUP of fall track training, and each President Clapp, Dr. Bradley atnd
U.S.C. to Be Hard Game
of 5 cents and morsels of pastry | man is to run his own event.
Jerry Ramskill took into the head
The Grizzlies will meet a tough I
made on the ivory soap plan went at
Some 15 men will be competing in of the South Fork of the Flathead.
foe on Thanksgiving day when they
Some 22 men have reported and
five for a dime (if you have it), but the four events, quarter, half, one
Winona Adams and Russell W at
Montana University football team, battle the University of Southern Calannounced
their
intentions
of
com
a
nickel is all right. The first call and two mile. The men who are in son played a special musical num
With Ohio State looming as the
after five successive hard struggles, iforuia team. This eleven upset th e ;
peting for Varsity basketball posi strongest contender for Big Ten hon drew such a howling mob of journal cluded in these races are: L. Wil ber. A fter the business meeting, re
ifornia
team.
This
eleven
up
until!
received a two-day rest before return
ing to practice to make preparations last Saturday, was rated as coast tions. The squad is under the super- j ors, other teams of the circuit will ists that the fair damsels thought it liams, T. McCarthy, S. Hanson, Ken freshments were served.
for the- three remaining games on the champions, but the Stanford eleven1vision of Larsen, Miller and Graham, j swing into action Saturday deter worth while to capitalize. They did.
But they worked too fast. .Little did
upset the dope and beat them 13-12 who have been members of the Vars
1920 gridiron schedule.
Whitman college of Walla Walla. after the Trojans had a 12-0 lead at ity squad in previous years. Most of mined to tear the Buckeyes from they realize the very limited capacity
of writers of news and they went I
"Washington, will play here November the end of the first half. . The Tro those who answered the call were their dominating position.
away somewhat richer but with guilty I
13. This will be the last home game jans have a strong and heavy team. sophomores.
At Iowa City, the Hawkeyes will
At the meeting last Tuesday the
consciences for they had wrought I
for this season and the last oppor Kaer, U.S.C.’s best bet, was outwitted
attempt to check the rampaging Go great damage.
following
men
turned
out
for
the
first
tunity for Missoula fans to see a by the Stanford crew.
phers in what promises to be one of
The casualty list mounted and the
Montana University resumed prac practice: S. Larsen, J. Miller, L.
number of the fighting Grizzlies play
ing for Montana. Whitman has a tice yesterday afternoon for the com Graham, H. Kilroy, C. Hughes. G. the hardest fought battles of the | girls were glad to get away, leaving
The Minnesotans, fresh from j
saleable stuff to be devoured by J
fairly strong team this year, although ing frays. Blocking and tackling is Scovill, Fee, Thomas, P. Henry, S. day
they were decisively beaten by Wash on the schedule for this week with a Smith, H. Gillespie, Huber, Haines, their victory over Wisconsin, are en- those who cared not. Several second i
R.
Flightner,
R.
James,
Campbell,
tering
the
game
strong
favorites,
but
reporters, a copy reader, two
light line scrimmage, between the first
CROCKERY DEPARTMENT
ington, 44-0.
and second teams. There will be a H&ughl&nd, Wendt, C. Pearce. H. Iowa has an outstanding halfback in j feature writers and friends of the
Grizzlies to Rest
Varney,
D.
Shults
and
Colby.
Prac
Ku'tsch
and
the
“Giants
of
the
(deluding Bob. the airedale),
The following week the Grizzlies scrimmage game next week between
tice begins at 4 o’clock and lasts an* North” will have a busy time check- I
infernal indirection and the
take a trip into the southland, play the Varsity and the Frosh.
ing two “native state" teams before
The Varsity squad is in fairly good hour or more. The routine of drill ing the assaults of this stellar per-1 e<fitor ^ad a very distressing and
painstaking task of reorganizing the
returning home. On November 20, condition after their hard fray with covers seven phases of the season former.
The fast-traveling tea nr of P u r - 1staff.
Montana plays the California Aggies Gonzaga and by the time they invade training.
Montana Starts Late
due, formerly a weak sister, bat now
at Sacramento, and the following California they should be in condi
“We sta rt six weeks behind other one of the most feared outfits in the
Thursday they meet the strong Uni tion to put up the two best battles
schools,” says Coach Stewart, “be Big Ten, will tackle Northwestern a t
versity of California team in the of the season.
cause we have men who play basket Evanston in a brawl which has a di
Thanksgiving game. This will wind
ball that are on the football squad. rect bearing on the title struggle.
up the 1925 schedule for the Grizz STEWART TO FILE PROTEST
Other schools are ready to play when The Purple is favored to triumph, but
AGAINST OLYMPIC CLUB
lies.
we
are beginning to practice. They the Boilermakers, stinging under
FOR PROSELYTING SWEET
Whitman is not to be feared, al
have no basketball men on their foot years pf defeats, may turn on the
though they are supposed to have the
ball
teams, which enables them to Wildcats and trample them into the
Coach Stewart intends to file a
strongest team that they have had
“Shorty" Huber
the individual
for years, according to dope from the protest against all proselyting by the get the sta rt on us and it is a serious dust of the Evanston stadium. P u r championship of
intra-mural
Missionaries. They have a heavy Olympic club of San Francisco a t the handicap. After football season ends due's football s ta r is in the ascend -1 horseshoe tournament singles by
line and a heavy backfield. The poor next meeting of the Pacific Coast I will have three men who have been ancy and it will be no great surprise downiug Spencer, Ills st rong conshowing against the Washington Hus conference. Coach Stewart has in on the Varsity squad. One of them if the Indianans upset the dope teode nnd opponent, by his ability
kies last Saturday failed to show any mind the case of Bussell Sweet, star was a regular and the other two were bucket.
to make ringers whenever necessary.
real strength in the Whitman lineup. track man, football and basketball substitutes. What other talents there
The Big Three, Yale, Harvard and His
I I E R E you may obtain for a small rental
was 50 points and nine
In their game with Pacific univers player, who left Montana with another are on the football team will have to | p rineeton, have turned their atten-1 rjng,
pencer's, 40 and four ring* * fee—a fractional part of the purchase
ity, they gathered nine 'points from year of athletics to join the Olympic be made. The team will be built en tion away from intersectional squab-1 trs.
> winner was awarded a
tirely out of green material. If w< bles and will center their efforts c | bronze medal.
the Oregon team, which has been j club,
price—any new .and popular book of fiction.
badly beaten by coast teams.
“This was a plain case of prose- succeed it will be a miracle team, but I regional titles. Harvard and Prince-1 The men who were entered in the
The California Aggies have a good lyting by the Olympic club," Coach a team must be built for Montana, ton meet in one of the most import horseshoe tournament were: Huber,
The service is prompt, clean and invit
team displaying fine form against the Stewart declared. “They hounded Prospects for next year will be good <ant games of the Atlantic seaboard JTucke East lick, lligbam, Johnston,
ing.
strong St. Mary's college eleven. The Sweet day after day with telegrams because of the Frosh, who have
and Princeton, led by the great Slagle. Fritch. Moser, Shults, Spencer and
Saints were extended and were un- and special delivery letters, painting number of all-state men."
is favored to win. Harvard, gaining Adnmst
Yo.u start and stop when you choose.
There will be seven home games trengtb rapidly under the tutelage
able to get a winning margin until the rosy pictures of jobs in San F ran 
xbe
and ringer
last quarter when two touchdowns cisco, a home in which to live and a this year. This includes five already | of H orw een,__ be expected to wage | Hubc
; bye; 50-9There are no delays. You get the book
chance to compete with the club in scheduled and two whose dates have a terrific battle, There is real power I 23. Tucker,, 33-3
football and track. Finally Sweet not been arranged, they are Gonza
in the Crimson backfield ias later
Eastlick, 50-7; 42-4; 92,11. Higyou want when you want it—if it is new
succumbed, got married and went to and Montana state college, The same season scores indicate and the Tiger )am 4O’-2—-49-2
and popular.
number will be played
San Francisco."
from j of Nassau may be sent back to his I Johnston, XX. Fritch. 50-5; 20-1home. This will include some 1 4 1)ajr defeated,
ro-o.
Only five cents a day. No time lim it
Mrs. J. Wilson Moore, Delta games and a tough lineup for a new
Pennsylvania, smarting under the
Moser, 10-0—10*0. Shults, 50-4;
Gamma housemother, and Mrs. Eva Varsity quint.
3-0 defeat handed them by Illinois, 19-1—89-5.
Dobson, Alpha Phi bouse mother,
will send a powerful and fast open
New Captain System
Spencer, 50-8; 40-4- -90-12. AUToday and Saturday
were the dinner guests of Mrs. Theo
Montana
not have a Varsity | attack against the Nittany Lion of j annson, bye, bye.
“SO’S YOUR OLD MAN” dore Brandy a t North hall Tuesday. I captain
thi
ar. Fred Sterling, j Pennsylvania State.
Rutgers and
Huber was the runn »r-up in last
with
I who was elected captain for this Lafayette will dash while Bueknell j yea r's contest, while Sh ilts, who was
W. C. Fields and
j Harold Riley, former Montana stu year's aggregation, has already played I will engage Lehigh in the othei fea- tiie champion, went do ivn in defeat
dent, was a dinner guest at the his three years of collegiate basket- ture contests of the east,
Alice Joyce_____
in the sccoud rounds. The contests
I Sigma Chi house Thursday. “Brick” ball. Undoubtedly floor captains will
At Spokane, the Bulldog of Gon-1 were close and in some cases
fight
I is on his way to Kansas City, where be appointed by Coach Stewart.
znga will attempt to turn back the to the finish.
he is to be married November 20. j Coach Milburn has announced his determined attack of St. Mary's. The
This is the first phase of the In tra 
intentions of conducting a football Californians are expected to tri- mural sport program. Basketball is'
1class, during the wiqter quarter, deal- umph but the fleet Gonzaga backfield Ubc next feature. Church teams will I
ling on lectures concerning football may put the native Sons to rout. The be included and they have alreudy or- j
| fundamentals. Spring practice is to winner of this battle will probably ganized and started practice. The
Sunday. Monday
•
be stressed very much.' The class engage Notre Dame in one of the different schools of the campus will
and Tuesday
will be held twice a week.
California stadiums as the Rockue have their share in this a ml schedFrank Lloyd’s
-----------------------------crew will journey westward to engage ales of games are to be arranged.
Pirate
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
one of the Pacific coast teams New j
Spectacle
TO WED IN MINNEAPOLIS! Year's day.
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Hard Grid Fights
Are on Schedule
for Next Saturday

Missoula.Mercantile
COMPANY

Read the New Books

Huber Takes Honors I
With Ready Ringers i
in Barnyard Sport\

our

Circulating Library
Grows and Grows in
Popularity With the
Book-Reading Public

J\ S h ip lo a d

Toilet G oods o f

o f Q h rills

Distinction

Our toilet goods department is unsurpassed by any
in the state. Here you will find preparations by such
manufacturers as Audeau, Coty, Houbigant, Boujois,
Veolay, Carou, Hudnut, Langlois and many others of
equal distinction. You will want to shop where you
find an assortment. We invite you to visit our store
and make it your headquarters.

Seniors Practice Teaching
Helen McGee of Centralia, Wash,
and her mother are guests a t the j
■— ■ Alpha Chi Omega house this week.
Many students who are seniors in
Miss McGee, who graduated from the the Department of Education are doUniversity in 1925, Is on her w ay, ing practice work in . the schools of
to Minneapolis, where she will be Missoula now. Seven students are
married next Wednesday to Charles | teaching in the grade schools, five in
Lammers, also a former student and | the high school, three at the acada member of the local chapter of Al- eniy, and five in various departments
pha Tau Omega.
I of the University.

SPORT GLIMPSES
Bobkiftens versus Cubs—Saturday.
. This is another big game d don't fail to be there. The Cubs need
your support, especially in this ;ame, which is always u hot struggle, and
furthermore, remember they ai the future Varsity.
Remaining Grizzly games:
Montana versus Whitman college, November (3.
Montana versus California Aggies, November 20.
Montana versus University of Southern California, November 25.

NOTICE!
It is seldom that I publicly praise a picture.
However, here is a screen play so fine, so wondrously produced, and so forceful, that I can not
refrain from recommending it to the utmost to
those who seek the best and the unusual in
photoplay production.

H. B. WARNER aid VERA REYNOLDS
in

“SILENCE”
It has everything required by a really great pic
ture; action, thrills, appealing romance; all so
magnificently presented that adequate descrip
tion is impossible.
I have booked it for four days starting Sunday at

THE BLUEBIRD
as one of the super pictures that will establish
that theatre as a “long run” house.
(Signed) HENRY TURNER.

Coach Stewart issued the first basketball call Tuesday. Eighteen men
reported for the first drill. A number- of the basketball men are on the
football squad and will not report until about n week after the football
season is over.
The sport jabster wishes to retract a statement published Inst week.
Ted and Bill Hodges are not graduating this year and will be available for
next year's athletics.
There will be a track meet this afternoon after the high school football
game. The cross country squad is winding up the fall season by staging a
few races. It is an opportunity for Montana students to see some of the
fastest track men in the country in action.
The University of Southern California, and the University of California,
Southern Branch, are two separate institutions. The first mentioned in
stitution has an enrollment of about 12,000. The Southern Branch has an
enrollment of about 0,000. We play the larger institution on Thanksgiv
ing day.
Coast conference games for this week-end:
Washington University versus California at Seattle.
Washington state college versus University of Idaho at Moscow.
St. Mary's versus Gonzaga at Spokane.
California Aggies versus University of Nevada.
Matt Bross, former Great Falls high athlete and a four-year man at
Gonzaga university, isj playing quarterback for Wilson’s Wildcats.
Ty Cobb, one of the greatest of all baseball players, has resigned ns
manager of the Detroit Tigers and will quit baseball. He says, he hates to
quit but thinks it is better than to wait until you arc forced out.
Montana state college meets Brigham Young university this week-end.
They don't feel so certain about the outcome of this game ns “Pop" Greg
ory, their captain and main defensive player, is out on account of injuries.
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M issoula Drug Company
The House of Service
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322—I’ve Got tbc Givi
Vocal Chorus
Ju st a Bird’s Eye
View
Fox Trots
Abe -Lyman’s Orchestra
130S—Petrushka
Vocal Chorus
She’s Still My Baby
Fox Trots
Ben Bernie nnd his
Orchestra
130- -Who Wouldn't?
Tenor with Piano
Half a Moon
Tenor with Piano
Ray Perkins
»—I’d Love to Meet That
Old Sweetheart of
Mine Vocal Chorus
m y Do Yn Roll
Those Eyes?
Vocal Chorus
Ben Bernie nnd His
Orchestra

i
i
i Schaefer Music Co.
i
30 Higgins Ave.

is t

PIANO

JAZZ

12—LESSONS—12
Now is your chance to learn to play popular music the way you wontit
liko to play it. It can bo done by the Waterman method. Advanced or
beginners guaranteed.

W aterm an Piano School
(A National Instttntion)

BAY BEAUDETTE, Instructor
115 W uhlngto. St.

PhM t 1510-4

Ford
CARS—PARTS—SERVICE

H. O. BELL COMPANY
Phone 2000

Queen Marie Says:
“How charming and lovely,” when she was pre
sented with a corsage given by the Women’s Club.
Made by

G AR D EN C IT Y FLO R AL CO .

